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Teachers use "provocations" - to excite or stir the students into curiousity or action!

Terry Fox

Our Terry Fox Run took place on Tuesday, September
21st. Students' read books and learned many amazing
facts about this Canadian hero. Div. 4 took this
opportunity to research facts about his life. They learned
about what type of cancer Terry had, how much money he
raised and the challenges of his journey across Canada.
Thank you to the Blair community for your support as we
raised $567.00 for cancer research this year.

Connections to the Curriculum
National Truth and
Reconciliation Day
In September many classes engaged in activities that
honoured Truth and Reconciliation. We have a
responsibility to guide all students towards
reconciliation. The Blair community wore orange
shirts, read stories and had class discussions about
residential schools on September 29, 2021.

Art and Science
Students in Div. 7 have been keen observers and are
studying the signs of Fall and completing a study on
Pumpkins. The carefully observed the shape, colours and
textures of the pumpkins like "scientists" and then painted
them like "artists"!

Love of Literacy
September was Literacy month. The students have
been reading books and using technology to read
fiction and non fiction. Our Library is open and
welcoming all classes to take out books each week. The
students is Div. 4 have been learning French and
practicing their Fall vocabulary.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
LEARNING
During the months of September and
October

the

teachers

have

been

focusing on building community and
developing friendships in the classroom.
They

have

also

been

focusing

on

increasing the students' self awareness
and how they are feeling during the
school

day.

Some

teachers

have

introduced their classes to using Mood
Meters during the day to help the
children to recognize and use strategies
to move from one mood to another
during the day. They have also been
reading books such as Ishi by Akiko
Yabuki

and

We

Are

Welcome

by

Alexandra Penfold. These books focus on
inclusion

and

empathy

and

give

examples of how to care for oneself,
others and place.

YOU WILL EITHER STEP FORWARD INTO
GROWTH, OR YOU WILL STEP BACKWARD
INTO SAFETY- ABRAHAM MASLOW

